The objections herein regard Major Subdivision 652, for which Applicant Burke
Dreams, LLC is seeking Preliminary/Final Major Subdivision approval for a previously
approved density variance to allow 13 residential Lots and 2 stormwater Lots per
Resolution 2020-39.
This document serves to notify the Zoning Board of our objections to any deliberation
or voting on application Maj Sub 652. The arguments herein are being submitted by
the owners of record of Block 3601 Lot 38.
First and foremost, please be advised that we welcome, support and in no way object
to development of the Applicant’s property.
However, we do stand in resolute opposition to the manner the current subdivision
design plat (“current design”) is being processed.
The Applicant has provided basically no testimony regarding the specifics and
particulars of the proposed subdivision.
The major consequence of the manner in which this review process is proceeding, is
that we are being denied an opportunity to hear and comment upon all facets of the
proposed design.
We respectfully request that the Board take the following procedural argument under
consideration before moving forward with discussion, deliberation, and voting.
As was explained during the June 1, 2022, hearing, the layout of the originally
proposed design plat (“original design”) was solely heard as a conceptual design being
presented only for variance relief. It was further clarified that the original design was
not made a condition of Resolution 2020-39 and therefore, the Applicant is not required
to seek approval of same.
.
It is an incontrovertible fact that the current design is being considered for final
approval without having been subjected to a full hearing .
A comparison of Exhibits A-1 and A-2 in the attached pdf titled Applicants Exhibits A-1,
A-2, A-3 clearly and undeniably shows that the current design (A-2) is radically
different than the original design (A-1).
The proposed subdivision layout and orientation of the proposed Lots, dwellings, rightof-way, drainage, stormwater retention, easements, landscaping, and lighting, have all
been changed. Therefore, the current design is in fact a new application which
explicitly requires re-submission and hearing as such.
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The original design was heard in its entirety on October 7, 2020, and the D-5 use
variance which the Applicant sought was subsequently granted in favorable Resolution
2020-39.
It is imperative to note that the current design was first heard on June 1 with the
Applicant’s professional representatives consist ing of their engineer and their attorney.
The Applicants planner, traffic engineer and environmental specialist were not present.
Please keep in mind this was the initial hearing of a new design, yet despite this the
Board was prepared and intent on deliberating and taking a vote during the meeting.
Whereas the specific components, features, particulars, and attributes of the original
design were heard in their entirety during the October 2020 hearing, the current
design, in its entirety, has not been presented, testified to, or heard whatsoever.
Shouldn’t the Applicant be required to resubmit this proposal as a new application.?
Doing so would consequently permit the Board and public an opportunity to thoroughly
assess and consider the specifics and merits of the proposed subdivision.
I trust the above will give all parties a clear understanding of my main objection.
Substantive arguments follow:
Notwithstanding the above, the current plat is incomplete, in need of revision and
lacking in testimony. Therefore, I maintain that the current design has no standing
before the Board and therefore does not warrant being deliberated or voted upon.
Should the Board decide to proceed with hearing, deliberating, and voting on this
design, said procedural actions must not be taken until all issues, identified in
Township professional’s review reports (“review” or “reports”), have been addressed by
the Applicant, heard by the Board, and commented on by the public.
The Applicant has failed to revise plat documents pursuant to the Township
professional’s review reports. Furthermore, the applicant has failed to provided
testimony required by said review reports.
The original design was heard only once and on October 7, 2020.
The June 1, 2022, hearing was held after being carried three (3) times from the original
date of November 17, 2021. Six (6) months safter the Board had heard a complete
presentation of a completely different design.
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Township Codes § 244-26 B (33) and § 244-27 B (27), require submission of other
requested information for review of the preliminary/final plats.
Pages 6 and 7 of review #2 report dated January 7, 2022 and prepared by Remington
& Varnick Engineers include items requiring clarification, and/or additional information,
revision, or testimony. (“see RVE 01/07/22” see Pages 4/15 and 5/15 below)
Furthermore, the Traffic Engineering Review No.1 report dated October 12, 2021, and
prepared by Miscovich Consulting Engineers, LLC includes items requiring clarification
and/or additional information, revision, or testimony. (see “MCE 10/12/21” see Page
7/15 below)
Numerous sheets in the current plat indicate a revision date of December 8, 2021 and
have not been revised to address the items pursuant to review reports, particularly
RVE 01/07/22 referenced above.
Furthermore, during the June 1 hearing, the Applicant failed to provide testimony in
accordance with either review report.
Whereas the Applicant has failed to address issues and provide testimony pursuant to
review reports, therefore the current design plat is incomplete and does not warrant
further hearing, deliberation, or a vote.
Pages 6 and 7 from RVE 01/07/22 follow:
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RVE 01/07/22 Page 6
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RVE 01/07/22 Page 7
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1. Regarding: Adjacent Lot Existing Structures and Topography:
Item A.6 (Page 6) of the January 7, 2022, RVE report directs the Applicant as
follows: “All existing structures for the lots adjacent to the proposed subdivision shall
be shown on the plans.”
From Township Code § 244-26. Preliminary Plat of Major Subdivision:
B. Plat Requirements.
(7) (a) Contours. Existing one-foot-interval contours based on National Geodetic
Vertical Datum shall be shown extending a minimum of 100 feet beyond the boundary
of the tract in question.
and
(21) The tentative plat shall show, on the property to be subdivided and within 200 feet
thereof, all existing paper streets, dirt roads, paved streets, curbs, manholes, sewer
lines, water and gas pipes, utility poles, ponds, swamps and all other topographical
features of a physical or engineering nature.
Neither the attached pdf file, SHEET 2/25 DEVELOPMENT PLAN (revised 12/8/2021),
submitted, nor Applicant’s Exhibit A-2 show all existing structures on adjacent lots.
By way of not showing the adjacent homes on the plat the Applicant has denied the
Board and public an opportunity to visualize the relationships between the proposed
subdivision and adjacent structures, as well as an opportunity to assess any potential
detrimental effects upon adjacent structures and/or property.
Furthermore, the plat submitted by the Applicant is void of topographical features of a
physical or engineering nature required to be shown pursuant to Township Code.
It is imperative to note that there are adjacent properties on which existing, unique,
extraordinary, and potentially troublesome physical topographic features are present.
Said conditions and features must be considered with respect to the proposed
development.
2. Regarding Traffic:
From Miscovich Consulting Engineers, LLC. October 12, 2021 Traffic Engineering
Review No.1: (MCE 10.12.21 see Page 7 of 15 below)
Item #7 “Proposed Road A has been shifted further north on Burke Road towards
Autumn Avenue than shown previously shown on Exhibit A-2. The engineer shall
provide testimony on the proposed offset from Autumn Avenue and if this offset is
reasonable.”
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The Applicant did not provide traffic expert testimony on Jun 1 regarding the offset
between Autumn Avenue and the proposed relocated entrance and has thereby failed
to demonstrate compliance with the Residential Site Improvement Standards (RSIS),
specifically the offset requirements pursuant to N.J.A.C. 5:21-4.19(b)2.

MCE 10.12.21

Item #10 “The Traffic Impact Study [dated 12/02/19 and prepared by McDonough &
Rea Associates, Inc.] was prepared for 16 residential dwellings. Said study was
reviewed, and testimony presented during the Use Variance application. Since the
development has been reduced to 13 residential dwellings no further review of the
report has been prepared for the site plan application.”
The McDonough & Rea Associates, Inc traffic study report (McD&RA 12/02/19 see
Page 8 of 15 below) presents findings based on the originally proposed entrance
location and therefore requires updating to present traffic impacts of the current design.
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Whereas the original traffic study found the 450 feet of sight distance at the proposed
original entrance location to be acceptable, the sight distance at the currently proposed
entrance location has not been testified to.

McD&RA 12/09/19

The traffic report for this application is outdated and as such requires review and
revision.
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Whereas the number of dwellings has been reduced, the proposed entrance has been
relocated further north along Burke Road and the proposed street layout has been
changed.
From item C.2. (Page 7) of the 01/07/22 RVE report:
“The submitted Traffic Impact Analysis shall be updated to reflect the current
application.”
The Applicant has failed to submit an updated Traffic Impact Analysis as required by
the review report.
Traffic concerns are of utmost importance to public safety and well-being. The Traffic
Impact Analysis must be updated, line of sight distances determined, and testimony
provided regarding RSIS compliance.
3. Regarding Lighting:
Item D.1 (Page 7) of the January 7, 2022, RVE report references Township Code
§244-213 and states that “Testimony shall be provided indicating if the proposed lights
have been approved by the utility company.”
During the June 1 hearing the Applicant failed to provide testimony regarding the utility
company approval of the proposed lights.
Furthermore, the Applicant has not provided testimony regarding specifics of the
current lighting design.
It must be noted that that proposed roadway in the current design is located extremely
close to the adjacent homes and rear yards not shown on the Applicants Exhibit A-2.
The Applicant has failed to provide testimony regarding the revised roadway lighting
design, and the potential adverse impacts on adjacent homes and properties.
4. Regarding Landscaping:
From Item E.3. (Page 7) of the 01/07/22 RVE report:
“The Applicant proposes to install a septic field within the front yard of each dwelling. In
order to prevent damage to the septic fields, street trees shall be planted a minimum of
50 feet from the septic field. Either the septic fields should be relocated, or the
Applicant shall reduce the number of shade trees and request a waiver. Testimony
shall be provided to discuss these options.”
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Whereas all homes surrounding the Applicant’s property are serviced by private wells ,
a damaged septic system poses a real threat to groundwater and therefore is a serious
concern to the health, safety, and well-being of neighboring residents.
The attached pdf file, SHEET 12 of 25 Landscaping Plan (revised 12/8/2021), shows
numerous trees located within 50 feet of the proposed enhanced nitrate septic fields.
During the June 1 hearing the Applicant failed to provide testimony regarding the
proposed planting of trees in locations near the proposed septic fields.
Furthermore, SHEET 12 of 25 shows numerous trees that are not located in
accordance with the requirements of Township Code § 244-193 D. (1) and D. (2).
From Item E.5. (Page 7) of the 01/07/22 RVE report:
“The tree protection detail on sheet 10 [?] should be revised such that tree fencing is
set 1 ft away from the trunk for every 1 inch of tree caliper (such that a 10” tree
requires fencing to be placed 10 ft from the trunk).
The attached pdf file, SHEET 13/25 LANDSCAPE DETAILS (revised 12/8/2021), lacks
the required revision as the tree protection detail shows tree protective fencing placed
at the drip line.
It should be noted that there are many large trees on the Applicant’s property and
along adjacent property lines, particularly on the Northern side of the proposed
roadway. Implementing the required tree protective measures for protecting the large
trees may impede grading, roadway construction and /or other activities during
construction of the proposed subdivision.
The Applicant should be required to provide testimony regarding this issue as well as
the aforementioned large trees.
5. Regarding the Environmental Impact Statement (EIS):
The current Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for the original design was
prepared by Professional Design Services, LLC and is dated 10/23/19.
From Item A.11. (Page 6) of the 01/07/22 RVE report:
“The submitted Environmental Impact Statement shall be updated to reflect the current
application.”
The EIS has not been updated nor has there been any additional testimony provided.
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On pages 2/5 and 3/5 of the October 7, 2020 hearing minutes is written “...there was a
repair shop that was run on the [Applicants] property and that was not permitted...” and
also “...there is no record of approval of the garages on site .”
It is highly unlikely that an unpermitted garage would dispose of waste products in a
legal, proper manner and therefore, in the interest of public health, safety and wellbeing, it is imperative that the updated EIS address any existing adverse
environmental impacts the unpermitted garages on the Applicant’s property may have
created.
Furthermore, all homes in the area utilize private wells and therefore any potential
source of groundwater contamination poses a serious threat to the health, safety, and
well-being of the surrounding residents. Clearly this matter is of utmost importance and
demands thorough investigation.
The Applicant must be required to provide testimony regarding any environmental
impacts which are a result of the former activities of the unpermitted repair shop.
A Soil and groundwater sampling plan to determine the presence and extent of any soil
or groundwater contamination on the Applicants property must be prepared and
implemented.
Samples must be collected and analyzed for petroleum hydrocarbons and other
hazardous substances routinely utilized in repair shops.
Remedial actions must be implemented should sampling reveal the existence of any
soil and/or groundwater contamination.
It cannot be stressed enough how important these matters are in protecting the public.
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6. Regarding Impervious Surfaces and Soils Type:
Original design LAND USE TABLE from Sheet 16/25 (dated November 25, 2019), titled PostDevelopment Drainage Area Map
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Current design table on Sheet 17/25 (dated 1/28/21), titled Post-Development Drainage Area
Map

The Applicant testified on June 1 that the current design has less impervious surfaces
than the original design specifically as a result of the design having three (3) less
houses and one (1) less cul-de-sac (“road”).
During the June 1 hearing it was stated, beginning circa 1:46:50 in the YouTube video
posted on the Board’s website, regarding the design change from one (1) road to two
(2) roads that there was “...no engineering basis to keep all that impervious cover...”
Based upon review of the above design data, it is undeniable that the two (2) road
design encompasses 14,3% more impervious cover than the one (1) road design.
The design tables show that:
1. The original 16 Lot, two (2) road layout has 4.2 acres of impervious cover.
2. The current 13 Lot, single road design has 4.8 acres of impervious cover.
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.
Furthermore, the table in the current plat for the one (1) road design notes “POST
DEVELOPED AREAS ARE LOCATED WITHIN THE HSGA SOIL TYPE” whereas, the
table in the two (2) road original plat indicates that a total of 2.46 acres of soils type
HSGA are in the post developed area.
The tables above present conflicting information with regards to the same parcels of
land. All the soils type in the current design are identified as HGSA whereas the
original design identifies all, save for 2.64 acres, as type HSGB
The data in the current plat contradicts the statement regarding reduction of impervious
cover. The inconsistent categorization of the soils type is preposterous. The Applicant
should therefore be required to provide testimony to address these issues and
inconsistencies.
The Applicant should further be required to provide testimony regarding the design of
each drainage area, by-pass area and retention basin, clarify the post developed area
soils type and explain the increased impervious surface and retention basin acreage.

In conclusion, and notwithstanding the deficiencies noted above, the current design
before the Board for approval, despite not being heard, is entirely different from the
original design and must therefore be heard as a new application.
The layout and orientation of proposed Lots dwellings, right-of-way, drainage,
stormwater retention, easements, landscaping, and lighting have all been changed.
Continuing to proceed towards final subdivision approval without hearing testimony
presenting the complete proposal is unjust and doing so would deny the Board and
public an opportunity to assess and provide testimony regarding their individual
concerns about the proposed design.
Resolution 2020-39 states:
“Overall, the plan with the provided improvements to the site permits the Board to find
that the Applicant has substantiated the positive criteria through the proposed use of
this uniquely situated property while mitigating negative elements of the proposal
through design, aesthetics and traffic control.” (Item #11 Page 5 of 8).
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“The Board further finds that the Applicant has provided a plan that is conceptually well
designed, consistent and compatible with the existing neighborhood. The
improvements as described [w]ill preserve the character of the existing
neighborhood…” (Item #12, Page 5 of 8)
“Accordingly, the Board finds that the Applicant’s requested relief can be granted
without any detrimental effect to either the neighboring property owners or the public
good in general.” (Item #15 Page 6 of 8)
The above statements of findings are rooted in, and pertain exclusively to, the specifics
of the original design.
The Applicant is now before the Board seeking preliminary/final Major Subdivision
approval for a radically different which has not been heard in its totality.
Consequently, the Board and public have been denied an opportunity to holistically
assess the current design and determine if statements such as those quoted above
can be attributed to it.
Whereas such attributes factor in deciding on approval, shouldn’t the current design be
subjected to a more in depth level of examination prior to deciding if it warrants a
favorable Major Subdivision approval?
In consideration of the procedural argument presented, and notwithstanding the
substantive arguments listed herein, this proposed subdivision design does not warrant
further hearing or deliberation at this time.
Whereas no appreciable specifics of the current design were testified to by the
Applicant’s professionals, the public has consequently been shut out of participating in
the review and approval process.
We respectfully suggest the Board cease hearing the current design until such time as
it has been resubmitted as a new application.
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